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Fantastic Wedding
Locations

Imagining locations for a wedding,
people think of churches, hotel chapels, or even
a beautiful beach or park somewhere.
However, there are many more fantastic and unusual places where wedding
planners can arrange the perfect day for couples who want something a bit
different.

Located deep underground, the National Showcaves Centre for Wales
can provide a stunning background to a wedding ceremony. There is a huge
section in the caves called the “Dome of St. Paul’s,” which includes two
waterfalls  flowing into a large lake. The cave’s natural and romantic setting
could make a wedding truly special.

As some people might not want to marry in a cave, a company in New
Zealand offers a wedding ceremony in a spectacular outdoor setting. The
company will fly couples and their guests by helicopter to the top of a
mountain. Looking at the amazing panorama of mountains, lakes and rivers,
lovers might easily imagine how their wedding will become one of the most
memorable days of their lives.

Even more adventurous couples can get married underwater. Putting on
scuba gear, the couples descend to a depth of 15 meters in the sea off the coast
of Trang province in Thailand. Of course, exchanging wedding vows
underwater is difficult, so they need to use a series of diving hand signals,
ending with an “OK” sign to indicate “I do.”

As well as these locations, there are thousands of other places around
the world that can offer lovers an alternative to the tradition of walking down
the aisle. Perhaps future weddings will be held in space, on the moon or even
on Mars.

Think of something you really like and plan an authentic wedding ceremony.

For example, music, flowers, traveling, fishing, golf...etc.

Try to be creative!
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